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Abstract—The concept of “determinism” of parallel programs and parallel systems has received a lot of attention since the dawn of computing, with multiple proposals for formal and informal definitions of deterministic execution. In this paper, we present precise definitions of two related properties of program schemata—determinacy and repeatability. A key advantage of providing definitions for schemata rather than concrete programs is that it simplifies the task for programmers and tools to check these properties. The definitions of these properties are provided for schemata arising from data flow programs and task-parallel programs, thereby also establishing new relationships between the two models. Our hope is that these sound definitions will help provide a more precise framework for discussions of these properties.

I. INTRODUCTION

The challenge of running applications on parallel systems has received increased attention in recent years due to the foreseeable growth of multicore and many-core processors. There is widespread agreement that a major obstacle to developing parallel software with comparable productivity to that of sequential software arises from the potential for programs written in current parallel programming models to exhibit non-repeatable behavior for the same input. The term “nondeterministic”, is often used to refer to this behavior, but without a sound definition of exactly what it means. In Wikipedia we find these uses of “nondeterministic”:

“Nondeterministic algorithms are often used when the problem solved by the algorithm inherently allows multiple outcomes (or when there is a single outcome with multiple paths by which the outcome may be discovered, each equally preferable). Crucially, every outcome the nondeterministic algorithm produces is valid.”

“In computational complexity theory, nondeterministic algorithms are ones that, at every possible step, can allow for multiple continuations. . . . These algorithms do not arrive at a solution for every possible computational path; however, they are guaranteed to arrive at a correct solution for some path.”

The terms “deterministic” and “nondeterministic” were used in the classical switching theory of Finite State Machines (FSMs). An FSM is defined by a state transition function that specifies a next state for every combination of current state and input symbol. If the transition function specifies a unique next state for every combination, the FSM is said to be deterministic. However, if the transition function specifies several possible next states (being a relation rather than a function), the meaning is that the actual next state may be any one of those that are possible according to the transition relation. Such an FSM is said to be a nondeterministic FSM or an NDFS. A well known result of switching theory is that for any NDFS, one can construct an equivalent deterministic FSM, possibly with a larger set of states.

In this paper, we review the original concept of determinacy as applied by Richard Karp and Raymond Miller to their model of Parallel Program Schemata (Section II). This motivates our interest in the property we call repeatability, which captures the informal notion of a parallel program having consistent behavior in every run. We provide definitions of related properties of determinacy and repeatability in the context of parallel program schemata arising from data flow programs (Section III) and task-parallel programs (Section IV). Section IV also introduces two analytic tools, computation graphs and function graphs, that help understanding the semantics and behavior of task parallel programs. Section V discusses means of ensuring repeatability of programs, illustrating ideas using the Habanero Java programming language. Our hope is that this knowledge will be of use in developing tools for easing the programming burden for parallel computing and lead to improved parallel programming languages.

II. DETERMINACY

Interest in repeatability of asynchronous parallel computations dates back to at least the 1960s. The concept of determinacy of parallel program schemata was published by Karp and Miller in a series of papers and reports from 1964 through 1969 [1], [2], [3]. Karp and Miller studied a model of
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1Karp and Miller published a version of their work in the IEEE Eighth Annual Symposium on Switching and Automata Theory[4], where uses of the terms “deterministic” and “nondeterministic” were well-established. We believe they chose “determinate” to distinguish their new concept from the established usage.
parallel computation they called parallel program schemata. A parallel program schema is a set of memory locations, a set of operators and a control. Each operator \( A \) is defined by two functions:

1) A mapping (total function) \( F_A \) from values in a domain of memory locations to a set of values put into a range of memory locations. The domain and range need not be disjoint. Function \( F_A \) is applied when the operator is selected for execution by the control.

2) A total function \( G_A \) that determines which of a finite number of possible “outcomes” occurs when operator execution terminates.

The control of a schema is a nondeterministic state machine and concerns a set of states and an alphabet of output symbols containing an initiation symbol for each operator and a termination symbol for each possible outcome of each operator. The control is specified by a transition function that assigns a “next state” for each combination of state and operator. It is required that the transition function assign a next state for every combination of state and termination symbol, but is partial for the initiation symbols. One state \( q_0 \) is specified as the initial state.

A run of a “Parallel Program Schema”, starting from some initial memory contents and the initial control state, yields a sequence of operator initiations and terminations that Karp and Miller call a computation, and a corresponding sequence of memory states. In any state the control may allow many choices of action, generating runs in which different interleavings of operator execution occur. Karp and Miller defined a schema as determinate if it satisfies the following property:

Given any two runs of the schema with the same initial contents of memory and same initial control state, the sequences of values for each memory location in the two runs are identical, regardless of the specific functions \( F \) and \( G \) chosen for mapping and selection by each operator.

Thus, determinacy is a property of “uninterpreted program schemata”, a kind of computation model studied by the Russian scientist Ianov [5] and extended by Luckham, Park and Patterson [6], [7].

The authors of computer programs are typically interested in reproducibility of the results produced by their programs, and are generally not concerned whether intermediate results are the same in every run. This is what authors appear to mean when they write that a program is deterministic. (For example, see Blelloch [8]). This is the property we will call final value repeatability:

A parallel program is final value repeatable if, for a chosen specific interpretation of its operators this condition is satisfied: For any given input set, and for every execution of the program, the final value of each variable is unique.

To contrast this property of a program with the notion of determinacy, we introduce a weaker property that we call final value determinacy:

\[ \text{For any given input set, } A \text{ and } B \text{ that have the following interpretations in the Cilk program:} \]

\[ \text{Statement: } \quad \text{Operator:} \]

\[ x = x + 1; \quad A \text{ (} x + 1 \rightarrow x \text{);} \]

\[ x = x + 2; \quad B \text{ (} x + 2 \rightarrow x \text{);} \]

The control component of the schema is the simple nondeterministic state machine in Figure 2a. The computation graph for this program schema is shown in Figure 2b. In it, each vertical bar represents one task – the master task and the two worker tasks spawned by spawn statements. Along each bar is shown the sequence of operations performed by the task. The horizontal arrows show each event that either initiates or terminates a task. The master task, which has no operations to perform, waits until the two worker tasks have completed. Clearly, the computation graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). We define an execution sequence of the schema to be a total ordering of the operations of the computation graph.

For this simple schema there are just two execution sequences:

- Fig. 2. Karp-Miller schema for a Cilk program. a. The control. b. Execution sequences. c. Function composition graphs.

A parallel program schema is final value determinate if, for any interpretation of its operators this condition is satisfied: For any given input set, and for every execution of the program, the final value of each variable is unique.

Note that, to apply the ideas of Karp and Miller to programs, we have substituted “variable” for “memory location”. Figure 1 provides an illustration using a simple parallel program written in the Cilk language [9]. The abstraction made in the schema is to replace the two statements with operators \( A \) and \( B \) that have the following interpretations in the Cilk program:

\[ \text{Program: } \quad \text{Schema:} \]

\[ \text{cilk int foo (int x) } \quad \text{cilk int foo (int x)} \]

\[ \{ \text{spawn } (x = x + 1; ) \quad \{ \text{spawn } (A; ) \]

\[ \text{spawn } (x = x + 2; ) \quad \text{spawn } (B; ) \]

\[ \text{sync; } \quad \text{sync;} \]

\[ \text{return } (x); \quad \text{return } (x); \]

\[ \} \]

\[ \}

\[ \]
For any execution sequence of a schema, we may construct a graph, called a function composition graph of the schema, that shows the composition of operator functions evaluated by the execution to determine the final values of each variable. Our simple schema has the two FCGs shown in Figure 2c. This shows that the final value of variable \( x \) may be either \( B(A(x_0)) \) or \( A(B(x_0)) \), where \( x_0 \) is the initial value of variable \( x \). Because we can easily choose interpretations of \( A \) and \( B \) such that the final value of variable \( x \) is different, we conclude that this schema is not determinate.

On the other hand, the parallel program is repeatable because, for the specific interpretations of operators \( A \) and \( B \) the final value of \( x \) will always be \( x_0 + 3 \). Thus:

Any parallel program with a determinate schema is repeatable. However, a schema of a repeatable program is not necessarily determinate.

III. DATA FLOW PROGRAM SCHEMATA

Data flow models of parallel computation are often cited as originating with work at MIT [10], [11]. However, several versions of the data flow concept appeared in the late 1960s. Bert Sutherland completed a PhD thesis on the “On-Line Graphical Specification of Computer Procedures” in which he demonstrated construction of data flow diagrams using the display and light pen of the MIT TX-2 computer [12]. In 1968, Duane Adams completed a thesis at Stanford entitled “A Computation Model with Data Flow Sequencing” which was, to the best of our knowledge, the first use of the term “data flow” to describe a model of computation. At MIT, Jorge Rodriguez completed a PhD Thesis in 1967 (although not published until 1969 [13]), entitled “A Graph Model of Parallel Computations”. The work of Rodriguez had the most direct influence on subsequent research on data flow in the MIT Computation Structures Group.

A data flow schema [11], [10] is an interconnection of components (actors) enabled by the presence of data items at input ports; the components act by sending data items to inputs of other components. The behavior of each component is described by a function that defines output values in terms of input values and determines on which output ports data items are sent. Figure 3 shows a basic set of data flow actors.

For discussing determinacy of data flow schemata, we need a broader definition than provided by Karp and Miller. There is no memory with domain and range locations for the operators in a data flow model. For these reasons, we discuss the determinacy of a system with \( m \) input ports and \( n \) output ports as shown in Figure 4. The system runs by accepting data items from inputs, performing internal activity, and delivering data items at outputs. The figure illustrates the system responding to a set of sequences of data items presented at each input port (the presented input). The ultimate output is the set of sequences of output data items delivered to the output ports, if the system is permitted to run as long as it chooses (perhaps forever). We adopt the following definition for determinacy of a system:

A system is determinate if the same ultimate output is produced for every run of the system for a presented input, and this is true for all choices of input and for all interpretations of operators.

It can readily be seen that the components of data flow schemata are determinate when individually considered to be systems. As in the case of Karp-Miller determinacy, the property of determinacy applies to uninterpreted data flow schemata – the property holds regardless of the specific functions assigned as the behavior of operators, or predicates to deciders. Patil showed that any interconnection of determinate systems yields a system that also is determinate [14]. Consequently any data flow schema constructed of components with determinate (functional) behavior is itself determinate.

We may illustrate the distinction between determinate and repeatable systems using data flow schemata. This requires use of a nondeterminate merge actor, for otherwise, any system of data flow actors is both determinate and repeatable. Figure 5 shows a schema that is not determinate, yet represents a repeatable computation. If \( f \) and \( g \) are the same function, then the two possible output sequences of the schema, \( f(x), g(x) \) and \( g(x), f(x) \), will be the same.

IV. TASK PARALLELISM

For discussing the determinacy and repeatability of computer programs, we will use the Habanero-Java (HJ) language [15] as an exemplar of task-parallel languages. However, similar ideas can be applied to other task-parallel programming models including Cilk [9] and OpenMP 3.0 [16], and to global-view PGAS languages including X10 [17] and Chapel [18].
Fig. 5. A data flow schema, using a non-determinate merge actor, that is repeatable if the functions \( f \) and \( g \) are the same. The non-determinate merge passes values to its output port, making an arbitrary choice if values are present at both input ports.

In fact, HJ was derived from X10, with extensions to X10’s task-parallel model that include data-driven tasks [19], finish accumulators [20], phasers [21], and phaser accumulators [22].

A. Async/Finish statements in HJ

The basic primitives of task parallelism relate to creation and termination of tasks. In HJ, this support is provided by the `async` and `finish` statements of the X10 language.

- **async**: The statement `async \( \langle \text{stmt} \rangle \)` causes the parent task to create a new child task to execute \( \langle \text{stmt} \rangle \) asynchronously (i.e., before, after, or in parallel with) the remainder of the parent task.

- **finish**: The statement `finish \( \langle \text{stmt} \rangle \)` causes the parent task to execute \( \langle \text{stmt} \rangle \) and then wait until all async tasks created within \( \langle \text{stmt} \rangle \) have completed, including transitively spawned tasks.

Each dynamic instance \( T_A \) of an async task has a unique Immediately Enclosing Finish (IEF) instance \( F \) of a finish statement during program execution, where \( F \) is the dynamic innermost finish containing \( T_A \) [21]. The IEF of \( T_A \) is always contained in an ancestor task of \( T_A \). There is an implicit finish scope surrounding the body of the program, so program execution will only end after all async tasks have completed.

Figure 6 shows an HJ program for multiplying a matrix \( A \) by vector \( X \) using async and finish to compute the dot products in separate concurrent tasks. We may convert an HJ program into a Karp-Miller parallel program schema by replacing statements with operators. For our example a possible schema for the HJ program is shown in Figure 7.

In this schema, operators C, D, and E model operations on variable \( i \) for the outer `for` loop, and operators P, Q, and R model operations on variable \( j \) for the inner loop; note that operators D and Q have two outcomes: true and false. The remaining operators model the actual computations performed on elements of matrix \( A \) and vector \( X \) and have a single outcome.

It is evident that the definitions of final value determinate and repeatable in Section II apply to schemata of HJ programs.
• End of execution of an async statement.
• End of the scope of a finish statement.

Note that we are no longer using the term “operator” in the sense of “transformation of memory”, as in the work on program schemata, but in the usual mathematical sense of simply a function from a domain of values to a range of values. This distinction between “operator” and “statement” will be important for the discussion in Section V.

The execution sequence for a run of an HJ program for specific values of input variables contains all events that occur in each task during execution, arbitrarily interleaved into a single sequence while maintaining the order in which they occur in the tasks they came from. A large number of distinct execution sequences are possible. Instead of exhibiting one, we will introduce the computation graph which represents the collection of execution sequences of an HJ program or schema.

C. Computation Graphs for HJ Programs

A Computation Graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that captures the meaning of execution of a program as a partial order. Specifically, a Computation Graph (CG) for an HJ program consists of:

- A set of nodes, where each node represents an event occurring in some task during execution of the HJ program.
- A set of directed edges that represent ordering constraints [23]:
  1) Continue edges represent the ordering of events within a task, drawn as vertical bars.
  2) A spawn edge connects an async begin event in a parent task to the start of the sequence of events in a new child async task. A spawn edge is drawn as a horizontal arrow from the async begin event in the parent task to the start of the event sequence of the child task.
  3) A join edge connects the termination of a task to the task executing its immediately enclosing finish (IEF) statement.

A computation graph for an HJ program may be constructed for any execution sequence $w$ by following this procedure:

- Draw a vertical bar to represent the outermost (top level) task.
- Consider the next event in sequence $w$. It is either a statement, or one of the four concurrency control events:
  - statement: Place its operator symbol on the current task bar.
  - begin finish: Place a “begin finish” marker on the current task bar containing a count of the number of async tasks for which this task is the IEF.
  - end finish: If the termination count of the matching “begin finish” event is greater than zero, begin a dashed section of the task bar indicating a waiting period.
  - begin async: Place a “begin async” mark on the current task bar; draw a right horizontal arrow to the start of a new bar representing a child of the current task; make the child task the current task.
  - end async: End the current task bar and draw a left horizontal arrow to the bar representing the parent task; decrement the termination counter of the IEF at its begin marker; if the termination count is now zero, and the parent task is not waiting, place an “end finish” marker on the parent task bar and make it the current task; otherwise: make the parent task of the async task the current task.

In general, many execution sequences of an HJ program will generate the same computation graph due to the variety of interleavings of events that task parallelism allows. Computation graphs will differ for execution sequences in which the action of control operators for conditionals and loops alter the pattern of task creation. For example the outer loop in the program schema of figure 7 determines the number of tasks created to execute the inner loop.

Figure 8 shows a computation graph for this HJ program when executed with inputs $m = 2$ and $n = 2$. In fact, the computation graph in the figure is unique for this input. (This property holds for HJ programs with parallelism restricted to async and finish, and a further condition that no data race occurs for the given input [24].)

D. Function Composition Graphs

A Function Composition Graph (FCG) is a DAG showing the composition of function applications resulting from program execution.

Each operator node of the DAG represents an application of the operator of a statement. To construct the FCG for an execution sequence of an HJ program, we will use a map $M$ that assigns an operator node to each memory location, specifically, the operator responsible for the most recent value in the location. The method constructs the graph $G$ as follows:

- Step 0. Initialize $G$ with a single root node $r$. The initial map $M$ assigns root node $r$ to every memory location.
Fig. 9. A function composition graph for the HJ program of Figure 6

- Step 1. Choose the next operator \( s \) in the execution sequence.
- Step 2. Add a node labeled \( s \) to \( G \). Add a dependence arc to \( s \) from each node of \( FCG \) that is the mapping by \( M \) of any location in the domain of \( s \).
- Step 3. Update \( M \) to map each location in the range of \( s \) to node \( s \).
- Step 4. If there are further operators in the program execution sequence, return to Step 1. Otherwise the construction is complete.

Figure 9 shows a function execution graph for our example HJ program with the same input values as for the computation graph of Figure 8. This is one of two FCGs that correspond to the computation graph. The other FCG differs from the one shown in the order in which the two instances of the \( G \) operator update the array variable \( Y \).

We see that although the chosen input values lead to a unique computation graph, they do not necessarily produce output values that are a unique function of input values. Nevertheless the computed result computed by the HJ Program is the same in both cases because the addition operator is commutative and associative. Thus, this program is repeatable even though it is not determinate (because other interpretations of the addition operator might not be associative and commutative).

V. CONDITIONS FOR DETERMINACY AND REPEATABILITY

As we have noted, determinacy of a parallel program implies execution of the program is repeatable, regardless of the interpretation given to the operators; for any arbitrary input and arbitrary interpretation of operators, all runs of the program will produce the same result. However, as our program examples have shown, repeatable interpreted programs need not be determinate. We would like to take advantage of this observation to devise rules that would ensure repeatability of task parallel programs.

In 1990 Guy Steele published his paper “Making Asynchronous Parallelism Safe for the World” containing the following statement:

“The minimal restriction that guarantees that the unpredictability of ordering will not affect the behavior of a program is then that, for any possible serialization order for the operations performed by a program, any two consecutive operations of the program that are not causally related must commute with respect to the memory state that precedes the first. (Note that exchanging such commutative operations produces another possible serialization order.)”

He goes on to note that requiring commutativity with respect to all possible memory states simplifies the condition to “any two operations that are not causally related must commute.”

The paper later discusses situations where commutativity can be used in safe parallel programming.

It is possible to formulate a relaxed condition for repeatability by exploiting the idea of commuting statements. Statements \( x = f(x,u) \) and \( x = g(x,v) \) commute, where \( x \) is a shared variable and \( u \) and \( v \) are private variables of concurrent tasks containing the two statements, respectively, if their operators \( f \) and \( g \) satisfy the following condition:

\[
\text{let } x' = f(u,g(v,x)) \quad x'' = g(v,f(u,x))
\]

\[
\text{then } x'' = x'
\]

That is, it makes no difference for the ending state of the shared variable \( x \) in which order the two statements containing \( f \) and \( g \) are executed.

A sufficient condition for repeatability can now be stated as:

A parallel program is repeatable if every pair of concurrent statements commute.

One example of the sufficient condition for repeatability is as follows. Consider a parallel loop in which each iteration \( i \) computes a value and writes it as the \( i^{th} \) element of an array. This computation is repeatable because statements writing values into an array commute so long as the writes are for different index values. A simpler example of commuting statements is two concurrent writes of the same value to the same location. Other examples of commutative operators include data parallel blocks that combine results using a commutative and associative reduction operator, and multiple threads making contributions to building a histogram.

However, as indicated earlier, these properties of commuting statements cannot be used to establish determinacy, since they constrain the interpretation assigned to operators.

A. Data Races and Atomicity

In practice it may be desired to use a compound statement to code an action that is expected to commute with other such actions to ensure repeatability of a parallel program. Consider the following HJ code fragment as an example:

```
async {r1 = X; r1 = r1 + 1; X = r1;} // A1
```
async \{ r2 = X; r2 = r2 + 1; X = r2; \} // A2

In this example, actions A1 and A2 conflict with each other because they are concurrent and both read and write location X. Since actions A1 and A2 commute, we might conclude that the program is repeatable because of the sufficient condition just discussed. However, even a beginner in parallel programming recognizes that this program is not repeatable because the instructions executed within actions A1 and A2 can be arbitrarily interleaved.

A solution to this problem is to ensure that such interleaving is not permitted by making actions A1 and A2 atomic. Often this is done with locks, which are prone to misuse. In HJ this can be accomplished by defining each of the above async tasks to be isolated [15]. Such an approach precludes the possibility of interleavings of statement execution discussed above.

B. Language Design for Parallel Programming

A sound goal for language design for parallel computation is that following some simple syntactic rules should provide the programmer with a guarantee that a program is repeatable. It was observed in [15] that any HJ program that restricts its use of parallelism to the async, finish, future, phaser, and data-driven task parallel constructs is guaranteed to be determinate if the program is guaranteed to be data-race-free [24] for all inputs i.e., if all concurrent steps are guaranteed to be conflict-free. Like many other publications in the field, the term “determinism” was used in [15] without making a distinction between determinacy and repeatability. However, the intended use was for “determinism” to represent determinacy, since the computation graph and function composition graphs are guaranteed to be the same for the same input, for any program in this data-race-free subset, regardless of the interpretation given to the steps [25].

The addition of isolated statements (and actors) to the set of HJ programs under consideration breaks this determinacy guarantee.

A limited form of the commutativity principle was applied in the design and implementation of the Sisal programming language [26] where the data parallel for expression permits parallel reductions to be expressed using commutative/associative operators. Here is an example:

```plaintext
A, s = for i in 0, m 1 do
  x = calculate (i);
  return array of x, value of sum x;
endfor
```

This for expression constructs a tuple of values from a set values of the variable x calculated for values of i over a contiguous range. The result tuple consists of the vector A containing the x’s as elements and the sum s of all of the x’s.

Sisal supports construction of a class of parallel programs that includes much of what one desires from going beyond strictly determinate programs. However, Sisal is incomplete in its lack of support for expressing the full possibilities of producer/consumer patterns and dynamic DAGs of tasks such as supported by Habanero Java. Sisal evolved from the Val language [27] which already included the data parallel for expression as described above.

VI. RELATED WORK

In the main body of this paper, we have already introduced past work on determinacy and repeatability that directly influenced the main subject of this paper as well as their related citations. The concept of “determinism” of parallel programs and parallel systems has received a lot of attention, with multiple proposals for formal and informal definitions of deterministic execution. The importance of this concept has been increasingly well recognized, and the challenges have been forecasted and studied in [28], [29], [30]. Many forms of deterministic parallelism have been described and investigated. A good source of references related to determinism can be found in a recent publication by Blelloch et al [8].

This paper explores application of the observations of Stelle to nested parallel programs to enlarge the class of computation that can be expressed with assurance of repeatable behavior. Their “control flow DAG” and “trace” concepts are closely related to our Parallel Execution Graph and Function Composition Graph respectively. According to the Blelloch paper, a program is “internally deterministic” if all runs of the program for given input generate the same control flow DAG and trace. This property is at once weaker than determinacy and stronger than repeatability. It is weaker than determinacy because it applies to a specific interpretation of operators, whereas a parallel program is determinate if it is internally deterministic for all interpretations of operators of the program. On the other hand, being internally deterministic is a sufficient but not necessary condition for a program to be repeatable, so it is stronger than repeatability. The authors of [8] apply their concepts to show how commuting operators may be used to write repeatable parallel programs for several challenging applications.

VII. CONCLUSION

The revolution in computer systems arising from the transition to multicore and many-core processors has created an urgent need for programming models that support massively parallel computation. Of particular interest are means for avoiding the hazards of concurrency that lead to non-repeatable behavior of programs and the attendant difficulties of debugging and establishing correctness. In this paper we have sought to clarify the meanings commonly expressed in the terms “deterministic” and “nondeterministic”, which frequently appear in discussions of problems of writing correct programs for parallel computation without precise definition. We have shown that the two properties “determinacy” and “repeatability” can be given precise meaning for data flow and task-parallel program schemata, and are useful in the study of strategies for structuring and transforming parallel programs to avoid harmful data races.

Determinacy requires that a program schema produce the same results for given input regardless of the specific functions
assigned to its operators. A program, with specified operations, is repeatable if any run of the program for a given input produces the same result. Determinacy implies repeatability for any interpretation of the operators, but the converse does not hold. We note that use of commuting operators is a powerful tool for building parallel programs that are repeatable even though the schema of the program is not determinate.

To avoid confusion, we strongly recommend that authors of future papers related to parallel program behavior use the terms “determinate” and “repeatable” when referring to those precise properties, and avoid “deterministic” when there is ambiguity about whether it is intended to denote determinacy or repeatability in a given context.
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